Abstract: This paper addresses the problem of simplifying chemical reaction networks by adroitly reducing the number of reaction channels and chemical species. The analysis adopts a discrete-stochastic point of view, and focuses on the model reaction set
, whose simplicity allows all the mathematics to be done exactly. The advantages and disadvantages of replacing this reaction set with a single 3 S -producing reaction are analyzed quantitatively using novel criteria for measuring simulation accuracy and simulation efficiency. It is shown that in all cases in which such a model reduction can be accomplished accurately and with a significant gain in simulation efficiency, a procedure called the slow-scale stochastic simulation algorithm provides a robust and theoretically transparent way of implementing the reduction.
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I. I TRODUCTIO
Biochemical systems typically contain networks of many chemical reaction channels involving many molecular species. This circumstance encourages attempts to construct simpler but equivalent "reduced" reaction networks. A well known example of such a reduction is the Michaelis-Menten abridgment of the enzyme-substrate reactions 1, 2 , which has been the subject of many refinements over the years 3, 4 and which continues to play an important role in biochemistry today 5 .
Typically, an abridgment replaces the given reaction network with a network that involves fewer reaction channels and fewer chemical species. Perhaps the simplest reaction set that presents the opportunity for doing that, one that has several features in common with the enzyme-substrate reactions but is mathematically more tractable, is 
where we assume that 1 c and 3 c are both non-zero. It is tempting to cut to the chase and replace this set of three three-species reactions with one two-species reaction, such as 1 3
where the reaction constant c is given some "suitable" value. Our focus in this paper will be to determine the conditions under which it is advisable to make such a replacement, and to show how the replacement should be implemented. Of course, if a modeler deliberately chooses to model the production of 3 S molecules from 1 S molecules by reaction (2) instead of by reactions (1) , then this issue is moot. But we are assuming here that the modeler believes that reactions (1) really describe what is going on physically, and therefore wants any abridgement of (1), such as reaction (2) , to mimic the salient effects of reactions (1) with reasonable accuracy. A modeler might choose to use reaction (2) instead of reactions (1) because the values of the rate constants 1 c , 2 c and 3 c in (1) are not all known. But choosing an appropriate value for c in (2) inevitably makes assumptions about those three rate constants; thus, it might be better to use (1) with those assumptions made explicitly and openly, since that would not only preserve the topology of reactions (1) but also make it easy to incorporate later new information about the unknown rate constants.
The most obvious advantage in replacing reactions (1) with a single 3 S -producing reaction like (2) is the reduction in the numbers of reactions and species that we have to contend with. Another advantage might be speeding up the numerical simulation of reactions (1) . By simulation we mean here stochastic simulation, since stochasticity often plays a role in cellular systems. But there are two potential drawbacks to such a reduction: First, as will be elaborated on below, this is always an approximation, since it is simply not possible for any single reaction to exactly mimic reactions (1) in all respects. Second, if we want to have the option of embedding reactions (1) in a larger network of reactions, some of which may involve species that get removed in the model reduction, as 2 S has in (2) , then it may be impossible to simulate those other reactions when using the reduced model.
In this paper we will address these matters in detail for reaction set (1) . We will begin by presenting some novel perspectives on simulation efficiency and simulation accuracy. We will show that these new perspectives imply that a one-reaction abridgment of (1) will be advisable in some circumstances, but not in others. We will then show that, in all cases where a model reduction can be done accurately and with a significant gain in stochastic simulation efficiency, implementing the reduction will be more involved than just swapping reactions (1) for reaction (2) . Finally, we will establish a new perspective on the results of two recent papers, namely, the slow-scale stochastic simulation algorithm (ssSSA) of Cao et al. 6 , and the stochastic quasi-steady-state approximation singular perturbation analysis (sQSPA) of Mastny et al. 7 .
The reaction network (1) we are focusing on here is obviously very simple. But that simplicity allows all the mathematics, which even in this case is non-trivial, to be done exactly, and thus all issues to be explored thoroughly. We believe that a clarification of these issues in the context of reactions (1) can lead to a better understanding of how these issues play out in more complicated reaction networks.
II. QUA TIFYI G THE GAI I SIMULATIO EFFICIE CY
Well-stirred chemical systems with discrete molecular populations and stochastic reaction dynamics can be exactly simulated by the well-known stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA). 8 The only downside is that the SSA is usually quite slow: The SSA simulates every reaction event, so the time required to make an SSA simulation run is proportional to the number of reaction events that occur.
Replacing reactions (1) with a single 3 S -producing reaction, such as reaction (2), would evidently have the consequence that a new 3 S molecule would be produced by each reaction event. In contrast, the creation of a new 3 S molecule via reactions (1) usually requires more than one reaction event. Therefore, a fair measure of the gain in simulation efficiency realized by such an abridgment would be the average number of reaction events that are needed by reactions (1) to produce one 3 S molecule. That number turns out to be surprisingly easy to compute.
Suppose a molecule starts out as an 1 S molecule, or as we shall say, starts "in state S would be 1 2 1 n − , a difference that is not significant for our purposes here. We thus conclude that the gain in simulation efficiency achieved by replacing reactions (1) with a single 3 S -producing reaction is approximately Verification of this critical condition is awkward to accomplish directly. A more convenient but completely equivalent condition is afforded by the following theorem, which is proved in Appendix A. 
The solution to this equation is ( )
Consistency requires that 3 ( ) X t in Eq. (6b) should accurately describe the behavior of the average number of 3 S molecules in the stochastic formulation (note that we are dealing here with a linear, first-order reaction). Let ( ) f t be the cdf for the time-toreaction τ of any particular 1 S molecule; i.e., ( ) f t is the probability that t τ ≤ , and
hence the probability that an 1 S molecule will have become an 3 S molecule by time t .
Then since the 1 S molecules react independently of each other, the probability that exactly n of them will have become an 3 S molecule by time t is [ ]
This implies that the number of 3 S molecules created in time t is the binomial random
. Since the mean of that random variable is 1 ( ) (0) f t X , then agreement with Eq. (6b) requires that ( )
But this is the cdf of the exponential random variable with mean 1 c . Thus we conclude that the time τ to reaction (2) for each individual 1 S molecule must be exponentially distributed in order for the deterministic rate equations (6) to be valid.
For an example of a non-exponential τ -distribution that is clearly inconsistent with Eq. (6b), suppose that τ were uniformly distributed in the interval − , and then rise roughly linearly to 1 (0) X in a time 2ε . This is clearly not the behavior predicted by formula (6b).
The relevance of the foregoing result to the problem of replacing reactions (1) with some single 3 S -producing reaction such as (2) can be understood as follows. If there are 1 x 1 S molecules in the system, then (5) and the addition law of probability imply that the probability that reaction (2) will fire in the next dt is 1
More generally, any single reaction that produces one 3 S molecule will have the property that, for some state-dependent function a which is called the reaction's propensity function, adt gives the probability that the reaction will fire in the next dt . This implies, by the same reasoning that led to Theorem 1, that the time to the next firing of that reaction will be exponentially distributed with mean 1 a − . Therefore, if this reaction is to be a surrogate for reactions (1) -a replacement that approximately replicates the way in which reactions (1) produce 3 S molecules -then the time 1 2 ( , ) T x x to the next firing of reaction 3 R in (1) must be, at least approximately, exponentially distributed. If that turns out to be so, then an approximating surrogate reaction for (1) should exist. But if 1 2 ( , ) T x x is found to be clearly non-exponential, then we must conclude that reactions (1) cannot be accurately replaced by a single 3 S -producing reaction.
IV. DISTRIBUTIO OF THE TIME TO THE EXT 3 R REACTIO
In Appendix B, we prove that the probability density function 1 2 ( ; , ) P t x x of 
This pdf is obviously not exponential; indeed, it vanishes at 0 t = , whereas the pdf of any exponential random variable has its maximum at 0 t = . It also follows from (B18) that the pdf of the time for a single 2 S molecule to become an 3 S molecule via reactions (1) is 3 1 1
Although this pdf achieves its maximum at 0 t = , it still does not generally have a simple exponential form. Plots of the two pdfs (9) and (10) for 1 3 1 c c = = and 2 0.1 c = are shown in Fig. 1 on a semi-log scale, where a truly exponential pdf would appear as a down-sloping straight line. The non-exponential character of ( ;1, 0) P t is obvious; that of ( ; 0,1) P t is evinced by a gradual change of slope around 2 t = .
The consequences of the non-exponential form of the pdf ( ;1, 0) P t in Eq. (9) are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The jagged solid curve shows a single 3 , then Eq. (6b) would give the trajectory shown as the dotted curve in Fig. 2 . The mismatch between that curve and the dashed curve illustrates the inappropriateness of replacing reactions (1) with reaction (2) when the time between 3 R reactions is not exponentially distributed.
The additional revelation in Fig. 1 that ( ;1, 0) P t is not the same curve as ( ; 0,1) P t illustrates another potential problem for model reduction: While any acceptable singlereaction abridgment of reactions (1) will accurately replicate the time-evolution of the 3 S population, and hence also the time-evolution of the total 1 S and 2 S population, the abridgment might not accurately replicate the time-evolutions of the 1 S and 2 S populations separately; e.g., reaction (2) gives us no indication of the 2 S population.
Therefore, if 1 2 ( ; , ) P t x x depends on 1 x and 2 x individually, and not just on their sum 1 2 12
as Fig 
Since each factor in the middle of (14) is less than 1, then the right inequality in (14) can be satisfied if and only if at least one of those two factors is 1 ≪ . The first factor will be 1 ≪ if and only if 2 
Note that these four conditions are not mutually exclusive; e.g., the condition (15) is necessary, and as we shall see shortly sufficient, for 1 2 ( ; , ) P t x x to be exponential.
Assume now that at least one of conditions (15) is satisfied. Then the strong inequality (14) will also be satisfied, so we will have from (8) that 1  2  3  1 3  1  2  3  1 3  2  2  1  2  3  1  2 
The restriction on t here ensures that all terms involving e t λ + − have become negligibly small. Again, this approximation assumes that at least one of conditions (15) c gets dropped from all denominators. Further simplification of (17) follows from the observation that the condition 2 3 1 c c c + ≫ implies that reaction 1 R , which creates 2 S molecules, will occur much less frequently than reactions 2 R and 3 R , which destroy 2 S molecules. The 2 S population will thus usually be very small, and a reasonable approximation would be to set 2 0
x ≈ , and hence 1 12 x x ≈ . With those approximations, the second term in Eq. (17) 
Since this pdf has the exponential form, an accurate single-reaction abridgment should be possible. And the decay constant in (18) will be the propensity function of the surrogate reaction. The fact that this decay constant depends on 1 x and 2 x only through their sum 12
x suggests that the reduced model should be amenable to simulation. 
Again this pdf has the exponential form, with the decay constant depending on 1 x and 2 x only through their sum 12 x . Therefore, replacing reactions (1) with a single 3 Sproducing reaction, whose propensity function is the decay constant in (19), should be feasible. Note that (19) does not assume, as (18) does, that 2 0
x ≈ .
V. IMPLEME TI G THE REDUCED MODEL
We showed in the preceding section that an accurate replacement of reactions (1) by a single 3 S -producing reaction should be possible in the four cases (a)
with the understanding that 2 0 x ≈ , and that we are not interested in phenomena occurring on timescales of order 
with no restrictions on 2 x , but with the understanding that we are not interested in phenomena occurring on timescales of order a c x c x = = . This result also follows by putting 2 0 c ≈ in Eq. (21). In both of these "obvious" cases, the simulation speedup factor realized by the abridgment is about 2, which is rather modest. . The resulting gain in simulation efficiency (3) will be large or small according to whether 2 3 c c is large or small. But we note that the condition 2 0
x ≈ would appear to pose a problem if we wanted to embed the abridged reaction in a network of other reactions, some of which create or consume 2 S molecules.
Another interesting case in (15) is (d), 2 3 c c ≫ . We showed in Sec. II this is the condition for a truly substantial speedup in stochastic simulation. But it turns out that simply replacing reactions (1) with reaction (2) using the propensity function (21) has some limitations. To illustrate, we have used the exact SSA to simulate each of reactions (1) and (2) for parameter values 
(22b) Figure 3 shows the results of the SSA simulation of reactions (1) . In this figure, the species populations have been plotted out immediately after the occurrence of each 3 R reaction, so only 300 points get plotted in the conversion of the 300 1 S molecules. But approximately 7 1.2 10 × reaction events had to be simulated in order to get those 300 3 R reactions, so there were on average 4 4 10 × 1 R and 2 R reaction events between successive 3 R reaction events, a figure that agrees with formula (3). Figure 4 shows the results of the SSA simulation of the surrogate reaction (2) using the propensity function in Eq. (21) and the same parameter values (22) as used in Fig. 3 . Here the populations have been plotted out after each simulated reaction. Since only 300 reaction events were simulated in this run, compared to the 7 
10
× events that were simulated to produce Fig. 3 , the gain in simulation efficiency achieved by using the surrogate reaction (2) is truly large. Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 3 shows that the surrogate reaction (2) does give a satisfactory representation of the 3 ( ) X t trajectory, just as we expect on the basis of our analysis. But reaction (2) evidently does not provide a satisfactory representation of the 1 ( ) X t trajectory; furthermore, it gives us no information at all about the 2 ( ) X t trajectory. The explanation for these shortcomings is not hard to fathom: When we stop simulating reactions 1 R and 2 R , as we do when we substitute reaction (2) for reactions (1), we lose the ability to accurately track the populations of species 1 S and 2 S .
If we were interested in only 3 ( ) X t , and if reactions (1) were the only reactions in the system that involve species 1 S and 2 S , then we might be satisfied with this state of affairs. But we are often concerned with situations in which reactions (1) take place concurrently with other reactions, some of which have one or both of species 1 S and 2 S as reactants. With no reliable information about the instantaneous populations of 1 S and 2 S when using reaction (2), how are we to evaluate the propensity functions of those other reactions in order to simulate their firings along with the firings of reaction (2) 
VI. THE SLOW-SCALE SSA: A ROBUST RECIPE FOR CO DITIO (d)
We will show in this section that, under condition (d), 2 3 c c ≫ ,
replacing reactions (1) with a single 3 S -producing reaction can be accurately and robustly accomplished using a procedure called the slow-scale stochastic simulation algorithm (ssSSA). Designed more generally for "stiff" stochastic systems (systems with a wide separation of timescales with the fastest mode being stable), the ssSSA was introduced in Ref. 6 S are then designated as "fast species" because their populations get changed by a fast reaction, and 3 S is called a "slow species" because its population does not.
The fast species populations evolving under only the fast reactions, i.e., ), ( ) X t X t , using the hat to distinguish it from the real fast process ( ) This simple stochastic process has been well studied.
14 It can be shown that its t → ∞ 
Notice that the asymptotic distribution of the virtual fast process depends on the current state 1 2 3 ( , , ) x x x ≡ x only through the quantity 1 2 12 x x x + = . That these few facts about 2 ( ) X t are all that is needed to construct a computationally viable abridgment of reactions Theorem 2. Given condition (23), let the system be in state 1 2 3 ( , , ) x x x ≡ x at time t . Then for any t δ that is large compared to the expected time to the next 1 R or 2 R reaction, but small compared to the expected time to the next 3 R reaction, the probability This theorem is proved in Appendix C. It says, first of all, that 3 ( ) a x as defined in (27) is the "effective propensity function" of reaction 3 R on the timescale of that (slow) reaction. This is so because the defining attribute of a propensity function is that its product with an "effectively infinitesimal" time span gives the probability that the reaction will occur in that time span. With Eq. (26a), Eq. (27) takes the explicit form 
Note that this is the same as the propensity function (21) that our first-passage-time analysis gave for condition (23). Theorem 2 also tells us that the 2 S and 1 S populations at any time greater than t δ after the last 3 R reaction can be estimated by drawing a sample 2 x of the random variable 2 ( ) X ∞ in (25), and then taking 2 2
The critical assumption used in proving Theorem 2 (see Appendix C) is that between successive firings of reaction 3 R there will typically be many firings of reactions 1 R and 2 R . We showed in Sec. II that this will always be so if condition (23) holds. To see that the result (28) is consistent with this fact, we reason as follows:
(approximately) the probability that 3 R will fire in the next t δ , then the mean time to the next firing of 3 R will be (approximately)
And since the average probability that either 1 R or 2 R will fire in the next dt is 
where the last step follows upon substituting from Eqs. (26). Now observe that, under condition 2 3 c c ≫ , the time (29b) will indeed be very much smaller than the time (29a); moreover, no other condition is required to ensure this.
The strategy of the ssSSA is to use the standard SSA to simulate only reaction 3 R , but taking the propensity function for that reaction to be the function (28) instead of 3 2 c x .
At each firing of 3 R , the ssSSA increases the 3 S population by 1 and decreases 12 x by 1. The ssSSA then "waits" for a time of order t δ , which is very small on the timescale of reaction 3 R but nevertheless large enough for the fast species populations to "relax" to their t = ∞ values, and it then estimates the populations of the fast species by sampling the binomial random variable (25). The full ssSSA simulation procedure for reactions (1) thus proceeds as follows:
1. In state 1 2 3 ( , , ) x x x at time t , and with 12 1 2 x x x = + , evaluate 3 a in (28).
2. Draw a unit-interval uniform random number r and compute the time to the next 3 R reaction, ( ) ( ) 
4.
Generate the "relaxed" populations of the fast species by taking 2 x to be a sample of the binomial random variable (25), and 1 12 2 x x x = − .
, , , t x x x if desired. Then return to step 1, or else stop. Figure 5 shows the results of a ssSSA run made in this way for the parameter values (22). The results are seen to be practically indistinguishable (in a statistical sense) from the exact SSA results in Fig. 3 . But whereas the SSA run took about 6 minutes to execute, the ssSSA run took only a fraction of a second. Notice that the ssSSA remedies the deficiencies of the reaction (2) simulation in Fig. 4 as regards species 1 S and 2 S .
What happens if reactions (1) are embedded in a network of other reactions, some of which involve the fast species 1 S and 2 S as reactants? The answer to this question depends on whether the other reactions are "fast" or "slow". If any of the other reactions are as fast or faster than reactions 1 R and 2 R , then we must start the analysis all over by finding, if possible, a new virtual fast process that is asymptotically stable. But if all of the new reactions are slow -i.e., they occur infrequently relative to reactions 1 R and 2 Rthen they can easily be accommodated in the above simulation procedure. For example, the additional slow reaction 4 R , 
The last step here follows by first writing ( ) The status of the fast species populations in the ssSSA merits further comment: Although the values for 1 x and 2 x generated in Step 4 get plotted in Step 5, those values are not used in the computations that drive the simulation; therefore, if plots of the fast species populations are not needed, Step 4 can be omitted without any impairment to simulation accuracy. The fact is that 1 x and 2 x are not individually "tracked" by the ssSSA, because the ssSSA does not simulate reactions 1 R and 2 R .
Step 4 merely estimates how the values of 1 x and 2 x might appear on the slow timescale. But the sum 1 2 12 x x x + = is accurately tracked, and that sum is all that we need to implement reaction 3 R , or any other slow reaction that involves one or both of 1 S and 2 S as reactants.
VII. SUMMARY A D CO CLUSIO S
In this paper we have shown that replacing reactions (1) with a single reaction that produces 3 S cannot be done accurately unless the time to the next creation of an 3 S molecule via reactions (1) can be well approximated by an exponential random variable. We showed that this applies even to the associated deterministic reaction rate equations. The specific requirement for accuracy is that 1 2 ( ; , ) P t x x , the probability density function of the time to the next 3 R event in (1) x only through their sum 12 x .
Against this background, we derived using first-passage-time theory an exact formula for 1 2 ( ; , ) P t x x . We then showed that there are only four situations in which that We pointed out that abridgment solely for the sake of reducing the size of the model is not always prudent. Abridging a set of reactions is always an approximation, so there is always some loss of accuracy. In particular, although we can be confident that in the scenarios (a) -(d) the true behavior of the 3 S population in reactions (1) will be accurately replicated by the surrogate reaction, that might not be so for the 1 S and 2 S populations, since most model reductions will eliminate or severely constrain those two species. That might not matter if reactions (1) occur in isolation, in which case it would be a clear benefit of the abridgment. But it could give rise to a serious problem if reactions (1) are embedded in a larger network of reactions, some of which have 1 S and 2 S as reactants or products.
Since stochastic simulation is usually the tool of choice for analyzing complex cellular reaction networks, one reasonable goal of model reduction is to make stochastic simulation run faster. We showed that the maximum speedup factor in any singlereaction abridgment of reactions (1) is 2 3 3 2 ( ) c c c + . This implies that, of the four cases (a) -(d), the only one for which abridgment has a chance of producing a significant gain in simulation speed is case (d), 2 3 c c ≫ . If that condition is satisfied, the speedup factor will be 1 ≫ . If it is not satisfied, the speedup factor will typically be rather small, and possibly not large enough to compensate for the loss of accuracy and robustness that invariably attends model reduction.
We showed that condition 2 3 c c ≫ is the sole requirement for accurately applying the ssSSA procedure of Cao et al. 6 to reactions (1), contrary to earlier assertions. 13 We emphasized that the ssSSA implements a single-reaction abridgment of reactions (1) in a way that overcomes several shortcomings that arise if reactions (1) are simply replaced by reaction (2): In the ssSSA, the 1 S and 2 S populations are accurately represented on the timescale of reaction 3 R , and additional slow reactions that involve 1 S and 2 S as reactants can easily be accommodated.
Finally, we showed that our first-passage-time analysis provides a framework which unites the abridgment under condition 2 3 c c ≫ given by the ssSSA of Cao et al. 6 , and the
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But the 1 ( ) X t trajectory has not, and the 2 ( ) X t trajectory has been completely lost. Here the "fast reactions" 1 R and 2 R have been skipped over, and only firings of the "slow reaction" 3 R have been simulated, using however the modified propensity function (28) or (21). As in Fig. 4 , only 300 reaction events were simulated in this run (but here those were "modified 3 R " reactions), and the population of the "slow species" 3 S has been accurately rendered. But this ssSSA run evidently gives a much more accurate picture of the behavior of the "fast species" 1 S and 2 S than does the run in Fig.   4 . Notice also that the initial rapid relaxation in Fig. 3 of 1 X (from 300) and 2 X (from 0) is accurately replicated in this ssSSA run. 
